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Picosecond large angle reorientation of the magnetization in Ni 81Fe19
circular thin-film elements

J. Wu,a) D. S. Schmool,b) N. D. Hughes, J. R. Moore, and R. J. Hickenc)

School of Physics, University of Exeter, Stocker Road, Exeter EX4 4QL, United Kingdom

~Received 28 March 2001; accepted for publication 1 October 2001!

Large angle picosecond reorientation of the magnetization has been studied in circular Ni81Fe19

thin-film elements of 30mm diameter and 500 Å thickness by means of an optical pump–probe
technique. The sample was pumped by an optically triggered magnetic field pulse and probed by a
time resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect measurement. The temporal profile of the pulsed field and
the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy of the element were first determined from measurements made in
large static fields where the magnetization exhibited small amplitude ferromagnetic resonance
oscillations. Measurements of large amplitude oscillations were then made in a smaller static field
that was still larger than the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy field and sufficient to saturate the sample.
Using the measured temporal profile of the pulsed field, the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation was
used to model the motion of the magnetization as a coherent rotation process. The same values of
the anisotropy and damping constants provided an adequate simulation of both the high and low
field data. The magnetization was found to move through an angle of up to about 30° on
subnanosecond time scales. The dependence of the reorientation upon the direction of the static
applied field and observed deviations from the coherent precession model are discussed. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1421211#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fast magnetic reorientation is being intensively stud
as higher bit rates are sought in magnetic recording syste
In longitudinal magnetic recording, the alignment of the st
age medium has relied upon the thermally activated reve
of an ensemble of single domain particles, while the p
pieces of the write head and the soft layer of the magnet
sistive read sensor have been realigned by a combinatio
domain wall motion and domain rotation. However, as
switching times of these small magnetic structures move
the picosecond regime, it becomes necessary to rotate a
spins coherently. In this study, we show firstly that t
sample anisotropy and the temporal profile of the pulsed fi
may be characterized by optical pump probe measureme
and secondly, that the same technique may be used to in
tigate large angle processional motion of the magnetizat

In studies of high speed magnetic reorientation, a m
netic field pulse with a short rise time must be applied to
element under investigation. This may be achieved by
charging a transmission line with a reed switch,1 the pulse
duration being controlled by the length of the transmiss
line. The sample is placed close to the transmission line
experiences the magnetic field associated with the trans
current. Nanosecond pulses of hundreds of kilo-Oersted
be generated in microcoils2 while kilo-Oersted pulses a few
picoseconds in duration can be obtained from the elec
beam at a synchrotron source.3 Much information about the

a!Present address: Department of Physics, University of York, Hesling
York YO10 5DD, United Kingdom.

b!Present address: Departamento de Fisica, Faculdade de Cieˆncias, Univer-
sidade do Porto, R. Campo Alegre 687, P-4169-007 Porto, Portugal.

c!Electronic mail: r.j.hicken@exeter.ac.uk
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reorientation process may be obtained by examining the r
anent state of the sample. However, for a full understand
it is necessary to observe the full trajectory of the magn
zation during the reorientation process. The past decade
seen the development of a number of experimental te
niques that allow dynamics to be studied in the time dom
with subnanosecond resolution. These include real t
inductive4 and magnetoresistive5 measurements. With femto
second pulsed laser sources now commonly available,
optimum temporal resolution has been obtained fr
magneto-optical pump-probe techniques. The optical pu
pulse can be used to trigger a high voltage pulse gener
connected to a transmission line, but this technique gener
suffers from electronic trigger jitter. This can be eliminat
by using a photoconductive switch to directly gate a charg
transmission line.6 Pulsed fields of the order of 1 kOe may b
obtained with a bias voltage of the order of 10 V if the wid
of the transmission line tracks is reduced to just a few m
crons. Both the linear7 and nonlinear8 magneto-optical Kerr
effect ~MOKE! have been used to probe the magnetizat
dynamics and information about the motion of the vec
magnetization has been obtained.9–11 The optical technique
offers excellent spatial resolution, particularly with the rece
development of near field magneto-optical techniques.12

The magnetic reorientation process depends firstly u
the strength, shape, and orientation of the field pulse,
secondly upon magnetic and structural properties of
sample such as shape, magnetic anisotropy, the presen
exchange bias fields, and the nature of the magnetic da
ing. Precessional switching was inferred from experiment
which pulsed fields as small as 2 kOe and of a few picos
onds duration were applied within the plane of a thin ma

n,
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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279J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 1, 1 January 2002 Wu et al.
netic film.13 It was found that the pulsed field should b
applied orthogonal rather than antiparallel to the initial ma
netization direction so as to exert a larger initial torque p
pendicular to the film plane. As the magnetization tips out
the film plane, the thin-film demagnetizing field exerts
strong in-plane torque that reduces the switching time. Ho
ever device applications require fast reorientation of m
netic elements in pulsed fields of more modest strength,
a number of studies have been reported in which time
solved measurements of reorientation have been made a
field pulse has been supplied by a transmission line.8,11,14

Domain wall processes occur on nanosecond timescales11 but
these may be suppressed by the application of a bias fi
Picosecond switching times may then be observed altho
the switching may still be incoherent. The rise time of t
pulsed field within the magnetic element should be as s
as possible but may be increased by eddy curr
shielding10,15,16within the element that depends upon the
mensions of the element. The size of the magnetic reorie
tion is also effected by damping. Ferromagnetic resona
~FMR! experiments made on samples of differe
thicknesses17 and on individual samples at differen
frequencies,18 have shown that the damping cannot be d
scribed by a single phenomenological constant. Simulati
suggest that a large amplitude uniform precession dec
through the generation of spin waves.19 Finally, we note that
fast switching requires that the magnetization settles quic
into its final orientation. This requires either critical dampi
of the precessional motion or careful tailoring of the shape
the pulsed field to match the period of precession.14,20

It is clear that fast magnetic reorientation is a comp
cated process and experimental studies are invaluable in
vancing our understanding of this phenomenon. In
present work, we study the reorientation of the magnetiza
in 30 mm diameter Ni81Fe19 elements that are expected
exhibit qualitatively similar dynamics to the pole pieces in
thin-film write head structure, or to the free layer in a sp

FIG. 1. The measurement geometry and an expanded view of the sa
position are shown in schematic form.
Downloaded 09 Jan 2013 to 144.173.176.73. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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valve sensor. Our aim has been first to show that all par
eters affecting the switching can be deduced from pum
probe measurements. These parameter include the aniso
constants and damping parameter of the sample, and the
poral profile of the pulsed field. We have then used
pump–probe technique to investigate the reorientation
havior as the relative orientation of a small pulsed field, w
a duration of the order of 1 ns, and a static bias field is var
through 360°.

II. EXPERIMENT

The sample chosen for the present study was a circ
Ni81Fe19 thin-film element of 30mm diameter and 500 Å
thickness produced by a standard photolithographic lift-
technique. A row of identical dots was defined on a gla
substrate with a center to center separation of 100mm chosen
to avoid significant dipolar coupling between dots. Photo
sist was first spun onto the substrate and patterned, befor
Ni81Fe19 was sputtered at an Ar pressure of 5 mTorr in
vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 131027 Torr. A
protective capping layer of 130 Å of Al2O3 was deposited
without breaking the vacuum. The sputtering was perform
in a bias field of 156 Oe produced by a pair of SmCo5 per-
manent magnets placed in close proximity to the subst
which was at ambient temperature throughout. Finally,
remaining photoresist was removed leaving the row
Ni81Fe19 dots.

The basic layout of our optical pump–probe appara
has been described previously.9 The experiment is built
around a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser that produces 10
pulses at a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The laser was tune
a wavelength of 750 nm for the present study. Each puls
split into a pump and probe component. The pump is use
trigger a current pulse in the device shown in Fig. 1. T
device consists of an interdigitated photoconductive swit
grown on a semi-insulating intrinsic GaAs substrate, tha
connected to a coplanar stripline. The stripline consists of
strips of 30mm width and separation, and is terminated by
1.5 V surface mount resistor and a 47 nF surface mo
capacitor before being connected to a 20 V power sup
The temporal profile of the current pulse in the transmiss
line was monitored with a 500 MHz oscilloscope connec
in parallel with the surface mount resistor. The sample w
placed face down on the transmission line where it exp
enced the magnetic field associated with the current.
glass substrate was oriented so that the row of dots ma
small angle with the transmission line~this angle has been
exaggerated in Fig. 1!. This ensured that one dot lay direct
above a coplanar strip, and experienced an in-plane pu
field, while another~not adjacent to the first! lay between the
strips and experienced an out-of-plane pulsed field.

A time delay was introduced between the pump a
probe pulses by reflecting the pump from a retroreflector
a stepper motor driven translation stage. Both beams w
expanded by a factor of 10 and then focused with achrom
of 15 cm focal length. The pump spot was defocused t
diameter of about 1 mm on the interdigitated structure. T
probe spot was focused to a diameter of less than 20mm and

ple
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280 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 1, 1 January 2002 Wu et al.
was incident upon the back of the glass substrate at an a
of about 43°. The spot positions were monitored contin
ously with a charge coupled device camera equipped wi
zoom lens that gave a360 on-screen magnification facto
The probe spot was positioned on the center of the cho
element. Clearly, the large spot size does not allow us
obtain information about the spatial variation of the dynam
cal magnetization. Measurements were made strobosc
cally at a fixed time delay and then the delay was change
record the magnetic response as a function of the time de
The probe beam was initially s-polarized and acquired
small rotation and ellipticity due to the MOKE when re
flected from the sample. An optical bridge was used to m
sure the Kerr rotation. By chopping the pump beam and
ing phase sensitive detection, a resolution of close tom
degree may be achieved. The device shown in Fig. 1
placed between the pole pieces of an electromagnet so
the transmission line was parallel to the plane of inciden
The electromagnet allowed wide field optical access
could be freely rotated about an axis normal to the sam
plane.

III. THEORY

The response of the magnetization of the magnetic
ment to the pulsed field may be describe by the Landa
Lifshitz–Gilbert equation

]M

]t
52uguM3Heff1

a

M S M3
]M

]t D , ~1!

in which a is the Gilbert damping constant,Heff is a total
effective field acting upon the magnetization andg5g3p
3(2.80) MHz/Oe whereg is the spectroscopic splitting fac
tor. In the most general case, the dynamical magnetizatio
nonuniform and it is necessary to solve Eq.~1! simulta-
neously with the Maxwell’s equations by means of a fin
element analysis. However, we will use a simpler mode
which the magnetization of the element is assumed to
uniform and rotates coherently under the influence of
pulsed field. In this case,Heff is conveniently evaluated from

Heff52
1

M
¹uEtot ~2!

Etot52M•@H1h~ t !#2Ku~u• k̂!212pM2uz
2, ~3!

whereuÄM /M and the total energy densityEtot includes the
Zeeman energy of the magnetization in the static fieldH and
the pulsed fieldh(t), a uniaxial anisotropy with in-plane eas
axis in the direction parallel to the unit vectork̂, and the
thin-film demagnetizing energy. For a small amplitude p
cession of the magnetization, we may derive some sim
algebraic results for the precession frequency that we
require later in the analysis of our experimental results.
us first assume thatuHu is sufficiently large thath(t) may be
neglected when calculating the precession frequency.
minimizing the free energy in Eq.~3!, the static orientation
of M is given by
Downloaded 09 Jan 2013 to 144.173.176.73. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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MH sinu2Ku sin@2~uk2u!#50, ~4!

whereuk is the angle betweenH and the in-plane easy axis
andu is the angle betweenM andH as shown in Fig. 1. The
precession frequency is then given by

S v

g D 2

5S H cosu1
2Ku

M
cos@2~uk2u!# D

3S H cosu1
2Ku

M
cos2~uk2u!14pM D . ~5!

Let us now retainh(t) but instead assume thatM is quasi-
aligned withH85H1h(t). In this case, the precession fre
quency is given by

S v

g D 2

5S H81
2Ku

M
cos 2ukD S H81

2Ku

M
cos2 uk14pM D

~6!

H85~H2 cos2 wH1~H sinwH2h!2!1/2, ~7!

wherewH is the angle betweenH and the optical plane o
incidence as shown in Fig. 1. When the amplitude of prec
sion is not small then Eq.~1! may be solved numerically if
the temporal profile of the pulsed field is known. Since t
element is thicker than the optical skin depth, generaliz
Fresnel reflection coefficients for the interface between a
electric and ferromagnetic metal may be used to calculate
instantaneous Kerr rotation of the probe beam due to a m
ture of the longitudinal and polar Kerr effects as we ha
discussed previously.15

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PULSED FIELD

It is essential to determine the temporal profile of t
pulsed magnetic field before attempting to interpret the
sults of the pump–probe experiments. The trace obtai
from the oscilloscope, which has been plotted in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!, gives a general impression of the pulse shape
is useful when aligning the pump beam. The trace sho
oscillations with a period of the order of 1 ns that are as
ciated with reflections of the pulse from the power supp
However, the trace does not reveal the finer features of
pulse shape due to the finite bandwidth~500 MHz! of the
oscilloscope. Also, the height of the trace is not a relia
measure of the current amplitude because the small v
surface mount resistor has considerable inductive impeda
at high frequencies21 that is difficult to characterize. In orde
to estimate the amplitude of the current, we instead attac
the oscilloscope across the interdigitated switch and m
sured the drop in voltage that occurs when the switch
gated. Taking into account the bandwidth of the oscillosco
we estimate a peak voltage change of about 30% of the
voltage. We calculate22 that our transmission line has a cha
acteristic impedance of approximately 86V, which implies a
peak current of 70 mA in the transmission line. By integr
tion of the Biot–Savart law we calculate a peak pulsed fi
of about 15 Oe immediately above the tracks of the tra
mission line.
icense or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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High field FMR measurements can be used as a h
bandwidth probe of the temporal profile of pulsed magne
fields.23 When FMR oscillations are induced by a puls
field applied in the plane of a thin-film sample, the lar
thin-film demagnetizing field causes the magnetization to
highly elliptical with the long axis of the ellipse lying in th
sample plane. However, if the pulsed field is applied perp
dicular to the film plane, then the trajectory has a more
cular shape.9,16 In this case, the measured Kerr rotation
dominated by the polar MOKE signal from the out-of-pla
component of the dynamical magnetization. The shape of
envelope of the oscillatory Kerr signal then follows the te
poral profile of the pulsed field and is relatively insensitive
the values of the optical constants of the sample. With thi
mind, the probe beam was focused on the element betw
the tracks of the transmission line, where the pulsed field
perpendicular to the plane of the sample, and relatively la
static fields were applied in the plane of the sample a
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The Kerr rotatio
recorded for three different static field values are shown
Fig. 2~c!. The flat trace at negative time delays suggests
resonant pumping from successive laser pulses can be
nored.

FIG. 2. ~a! and~b! The pulse shape obtained from the oscilloscope is sho
on two different time scales.~c! Measured~fine line! and simulated~bold
line! high field FMR oscillations are shown.~d! The pulsed field profile used
to produce the simulations in~c! is shown.
Downloaded 09 Jan 2013 to 144.173.176.73. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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Simulations were performed by solving the Landau
Lifshitz–Gilbert equation numerically and calculating th
expected Kerr rotation. The oscilloscope trace was used
first guess of the true pump field profile. The simulations
insensitive to the in-plane anisotropy field due to the la
value of the static field, but the values of the spontane
magnetizationM, the g factor, and the damping constanta
must be adjusted to reproduce the shape of the oscillati
The simulations for the three static field values were co
pared with the experimental traces and the pump field pro
was gradually adjusted until the simulations were in satisf
tory agreement with the data. The final profile, shown in F
2~d!, is qualitatively similar to the original oscilloscope trac
but the rise time is now much shorter and there is evide
of short time scale reflections that arise from impedance m
matches on the transmission line structure itself. This tem
ral profile was used in all subsequent calculations. Fina
we note that provisional values of the sample parameters
sufficient for the initial characterization of the pulsed fiel
These will be discussed again in the next section where
final values are determined more accurately. The final val
for M, Ku , andg have been used in the simulations of Fi
2~c! to ensure self-consistency in the fitting, but a somew
larger value ofa50.02 was required, which we will discus
in the final section of this article.

V. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION

The in-plane anisotropy of the sample was initially stu
ied by longitudinal MOKE measurements at a wavelength
633 nm with a focused spot size of about 20mm. Hysteresis
loops were acquired by probing through the glass subst
with the magnetic field applied at various angles in the pla
of the sample. Measurements were first made with an un

n

FIG. 3. ~a! Hard and easy axis loops are plotted for the continuous Ni81Fe19

film. ~b! Hard and easy axis loops are plotted for the circular Ni81Fe19

thin-film element.
icense or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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cused beam on a continuous film of similar thickness. T
results are shown in Fig. 3~a! and reveal a clear uniaxia
character and a hard axis saturation field of about 7 Oe.
easy axis direction corresponds to that of the magnetic fi
applied during the film growth. The loops obtained from t
circular element were more distorted, suggesting that the
nal obtained with the focused laser spot is an ill-defined
erage from a few domains within the element. The dom
structure may also be different to that in the continuous fil
due to the modified dipolar energy and the introduction
additional pinning sites at the edge of the element. In F
3~b!, we show loops corresponding to the hard and easy
rections as determined from pump–probe measurements

FIG. 4. Time dependent Kerr rotation is plotted for measurements in w
a static field of 216 Oe was applied in different directions in the sam
plane. The fine and bold curves represent the measured and simulated
tion, respectively.
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we discuss in the next paragraph. Clearly, the anisotr
field cannot be easily determined from these hysteresis lo

Pump–probe measurements were next made on the
ment centered on the lower track of the transmission l
where the pulsed field lay in the sample plane, pointing v
tically downward as shown in Fig. 1. A static field of 216 O
was applied in different directions in the plane of the samp
Measurements were made as the field was rotated thro
360° in steps of 10°. The measured Kerr rotation has b
plotted in Fig. 4. The static field is sufficiently large that th
magnetization is quasi-aligned with the static field. We s
that the amplitude of the Kerr signal is a minimum when t
pulsed and static fields are parallel. This is easily underst
since the pulsed field exerts no torque upon the magne
tion in this case. Fast Fourier transforms were taken of
experimental data. The power spectra showed single pe
whose positions have been plotted in Fig. 5. Although th
is some scatter in these measured frequencies, it is imm
ately obvious that the frequencies do not have the 180°
riod expected for a sample with uniaxial anisotropy. T
symmetry is reduced by the presence of the pulsed fi
which remains fixed as the static field is rotated and wh
has magnitude of similar order to that of the in-plane anis
ropy field. Equations~6! and~7! may be used to describe th
variation if some further approximations are made to acco
for the time dependence of the pulsed field. First, we assu
that the effective static orientation ofM is parallel to H
rather than the instantaneous total fieldH85H1h(t). Sec-
ondly, since the magnitude of the pulsed field is time dep
dent, we use an average value of 6.8 Oe determined f
Fig. 2. Assuming also a value ofg52, Eqs.~6! and~7! were
fitted to the measured frequency values. The fit yielded v
ues ofM5720 emu/cm3 and 2Ku /M512 Oe. The orienta-
tion of the easy axis was found to be 20° from the opti
plane of incidence and hence also 20° from the direction
the magnetic field applied during the film growth. These p
rameters values and a damping constant ofa50.012 were
then used in all subsequent calculations. Simulated Kerr
tation traces have been plotted in Fig. 4 and are in reason
qualitative agreement with the experimental data. We do
expect to reproduce the amplitude of oscillation correc
because the optical constants of the film are not sufficie
well known, indeed, we use values reported for pure nicke16

The complex optical constants influence the way in wh
the longitudinal and polar Kerr effects combine to give t
total rotation signal. The longitudinal and polar contributio
change with field azimuth due to changes in both the tra
tory of the magnetization precession and the optical geo
etry. An incorrect choice of optical constants can lead
some variation in the relative amplitudes of the simulatio
and experimental data for different azimuths in Fig. 4. F
quencies obtained from Fourier transforms of the simulati
have also been plotted in Fig. 5 and lie close to the cu
calculated from Eqs.~4! and ~7!. The good agreement be
tween experiment and simulation in Fig. 5 gives addition
credence to the pulsed field values shown in Fig. 2.

Measurements were next made as a function of the s
field strength with the static field applied in the plane
incidence at an angle ofwH5180°. The results are shown i
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Fig. 6~a!. Simulated curves are also shown that are in go
qualitative agreement with the experimental data. In e
case, the equilibrium orientation of the static magnetizat
was calculated from Eq.~4! and used as the starting point fo
the time dependent calculation. The frequencies of osc
tion of the measured curves were again determined from
Fourier power spectra and are plotted in Fig. 6~b! with a
curve calculated from Eqs.~4! and~5!. The parameter value
assumed in Fig. 5 were used again in Fig. 6~b!, and their

FIG. 5. The frequencies of oscillation of the curves in Fig. 4 are plotted
a function ofwH . The frequencies of the measured and simulated curves
represented by diamond and circular symbols, respectively. The curve
calculated from Eqs.~6! and ~7!.

FIG. 6. ~a! The measured~fine line! and simulated~bold line! Kerr rotation
is plotted for different values of the static field for the case thatwH5180°.
~b! The FMR frequencies deduced from the experimental curves in~a! are
plotted against the value of the static field. The curve was calculated f
Eqs.~4! and ~5!.
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validity is confirmed by the good agreement between
curve and the measured frequencies.

VI. MEASUREMENTS OF LARGE ANGLE
REORIENTATION

Having characterized the pulsed field and the magn
properties of the Ni81Fe19 dot immediately above the lowe
track of the transmission line, the rotation scan of Fig. 4 w
repeated in a smaller static field of 54 Oe. The measured
simulated Kerr rotations have been plotted in Fig. 7. T
general trends are the same in the two sets of curves in

s
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FIG. 7. Time dependent Kerr rotation is plotted for measurements in wh
a static field of 54 Oe was applied in different directions in the sample pla
The fine and bold curves represent the measured and simulated rot
respectively.
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7 but the agreement between experiment and simulatio
generally poorer than in Fig. 4. Fourier transforms we
again taken of both the experimental and simulated Kerr
tation curves and the peak frequencies are plotted in Fig
The frequencies of the simulated curves are seen to
through a greater range than those of the experime
curves. However, it is debatable whether the Fourier tra
form of so few periods of oscillation is really a reliable me
sure of the average precession frequency. No curve app
in Fig. 8 because Eqs.~6! and ~7! are no longer valid in the
low field limit.

If we assume that the simulations do provide an
equate description of the dynamics, then we may cons
the trajectory of the magnetization corresponding to e
trace in Fig. 7. As we mentioned previously, the magneti
tion exhibits a very flat precession (Mz!M ) due to the in-
fluence of the thin-film demagnetizing field and the fact th
the pulsed field lies in the plane of the sample. We define
in-plane reorientation anglewR as the maximum angular de
viation of the projection of the magnetization upon thex–y
plane. The dependence ofwR upon wH has been plotted in
Fig. 9~a!. The scatter in the graph results from the form
h(t) used in the simulation. The motion is sensitive to t
relative phase of the peaks inh(t) and the precession of th
magnetization,14,20 and this varies in a complicated way a
the orientation of the static field is changed. As expected
magnitude ofwR is a minimum whenwH is close to 90° and
270° becauseM and h(t) are almost parallel and so littl
torque is applied toM . The Kerr rotation and the time de
pendence of the magnetization have been plotted in F
9~b! and 9~c!, respectively, for thewH540° azimuth~H and
h are 130° apart! which lies close to the maximum in thewR

curve. From Fig. 7, it can also be seen that the simulated
experimental Kerr rotations agree particularly well for th
azimuth. Figure 9~c! suggests that a reorientation angle
close to 30° occurs about 350 ps after the application of
pulsed field.

VII. DISCUSSION

The results presented in the preceding sections dem
strate the utility of the optical pump–probe technique b
for the investigation of picosecond magnetic processes
the characterization of basic material properties. High fi

FIG. 8. The frequencies of oscillation of the curves in Fig. 8 are plotted
a function ofwH . The diamond and circle symbols correspond to the
perimental and simulated curves, respectively.
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measurements can probe the pulsed field profile with a ba
width limited by the FMR frequency that is in turn limited b
the magnitude of the static field that may be applied. A ba
width of about 20 GHz was adequate for the present st
since the aim was to characterize the pulse used in meas
ments at much lower static fields. Since the precession
quency is only about 2 GHz in these latter measurements
motion of the magnetization is relatively insensitive to Fo
rier components of the pulsed field with frequency grea
than 20 GHz. We expect the pulsed field within the sample
rise more slowly when the pulsed field is applied perpendi
lar rather than parallel to the sample plane due to eddy
rent shielding.15,16The rise time of the pulse used in the lo
field reorientation measurements may be some tens of p
seconds shorter than that determined in Sec. IV. This m
affect the phase of the oscillations shown in Figs. 4 and
but, due to the complicated shape of the pulse profile,
have not attempted to account for this effect. We would
pect the out-of-plane component of the magnetizationMZ to
generate eddy currents at the circumference of the circ
element. We have already noted that the precession trajec
has a more circular shape and hence a largerMz component
when the pulsed field is perpendicular to the sample pla
This may explain why a larger damping constant was
quired in the characterization of the pulsed field.

The in-plane magnetic anisotropy of the Ni81Fe19 ele-
ment could not be easily determined from the MOKE hy

s
-

FIG. 9. ~a! The maximum angular deviation of the projection of the ma
netization upon thex–y plane,wR , is plotted against the anglewH defined
in Fig. 1. ~b! The experimental~fine line! and simulated~bold line! Kerr
rotations are plotted forwH540°. ~c! The three components of the magn
tization are plotted as a function of time for thewH540° simulation.
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teresis loops because the detailed quasi-static micromag
reversal process was not known. MOKE microscopy wo
provide more information but domain images generally
quire further interpretation before the anisotropy strength
be deduced. Pump–probe measurements of the frequen
precession in a large static applied field are more relia
because the sample is always saturated. We note that hy
esis loops from continuous films grown simultaneously w
the dots may be misleading. We suggest that the photoli
graphic lift-off technique may lead to strain relief in the c
cular element that affects a change in the magnetic an
ropy. This might explain the observation that the uniax
anisotropy axis was misaligned from the direction of t
magnetic field applied during the sample growth. More d
tailed structural studies are required to confirm this sugg
tion. The inclusion of the average pulsed field in Eqs.~6! and
~7! for the precession frequency is a simple but crude
proximation. In reality, the instantaneous precession
quency changes continuously as the magnitude of the pu
field changes. However, we have demonstrated that this
proach provides a useful check on the calculated pulsed
strength in the present case and we expect that the pu
field strength could be determined more accurately for fie
with simpler temporal profiles such as the step fields that
have used previously.9

We have assumed that the pulsed field is uniform acr
the area of the circular element and that its value is equa
that calculated at the center of the element. In fact, ther
some variation in the magnitude and direction of the pul
field across the width of the coplanar stiplines as we h
discussed previously.16 Nevertheless, the coherent rotatio
model appears to work well for large static fields and go
qualitative agreement is obtained between experiment
simulation in Fig. 4. While better agreement could be o
tained through further variation of the sample parameters
each azimuth, our aim has been to be obtain the best ov
agreement with a single set of parameters. Adjustment of
optical constants might further improve the simulations
we have not attempted to do this due to the computation t
required. We also note that any misalignment of t
s-polarized beam gives rise to a small p-polarized com
nent, the intensity of which may change due to the transve
Kerr effect, leading to an effective rotation of the total ele
tric field. We would expect this effect to be most obvio
aroundwH50 and 180° in Fig. 4 where there is a large tim
dependent component of the magnetization transverse to
plane of incidence. Since the agreement between experim
and simulation is no worse for these azimuths than for oth
in Fig. 4, we conclude that this misalignment effect is pro
ably not significant in the present study.

We expect the magnetization to reorient by a rotat
process, even in the smaller static field used in Fig. 7,
cause the sum of the static and pulsed fieldsH8 is always
larger than the anisotropy field. The static field is essen
for our stroboscopic measurement technique since it ret
the system to its initial state after each pulse has been
plied. However, this case is also of technological inter
since a bias field may be built into a thin-film structure
means of interlayer exchange coupling to a high coerciv
Downloaded 09 Jan 2013 to 144.173.176.73. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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underlayer or by direct exchange coupling to an antifer
magnet. The disagreement between simulation and exp
ment for some values ofwH may indicate that the rotation
process is becoming incoherent. The good agreement
tween experiment and simulation in Fig. 9~b! suggests that
the magnetization can be switched through an angle of u
30° by means of a rotation process. The maximum switch
angle occurred whenwH550° so thath and H were 140°
apart. An angle of 90° is expected to be best for very sh
pulsed fields since then the maximum torque is applied to
magnetization before it reorients significantly. In the pres
case, the pulsed field has longer duration and a somew
different orientation of the pulsed field is required so that
maximum integrated torque is obtained during the reorien
tion process. The damping constanta was found to be simi-
lar for both the small and large amplitude motion of Figs
and 7, suggesting that the uniform precession is not stron
damped by spin wave generation under the present co
tions. In future studies, it would be interesting to explo
how well the coherent model applies and whether the va
of the damping parameter remains unchanged as the valu
the static field is reduced further.

In conclusion, optical pump–probe experiments ha
shown that reorientation through angles of up to 30° may
achieved in times as short as 350 ps in Ni81Fe19 thin-film
elements. The motion is well described by a coherent ro
tion process. However, to understand this behavior, it is n
essary to perform a thorough characterization of the m
netic properties of the element and determine the temp
profile of the pulsed magnetic field. We have shown how t
may be achieved with pump–probe measurements mad
larger static applied fields on the same sample. Larger pu
magnetic field are now required to extend these meas
ments to a wider range of magnetic materials and impro
spatial resolution is required so that the coherence of
switching may be explored in greater detail.
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